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Gas hydrate and free gas petroleum system
in 3D seismic data, offshore Angola
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gas shales. Another less common situation involves thermogenic
gas, and can be evaluated using the petroleum systems’ model.
The latter is the case in the example in this study; here, the existence
of gas hydrates requires the same elements of the petroleum system
that control other hydrocarbon accumulations, namely a source,
permeable migration paths, a porous reservoir lithology, a trapping
mechanism, and suitable time relations. The gas that forms the hydrocarbon fraction may be of biogenic or thermogenic origin: It migrates along permeable lithologies or structures (faults or fractures),
accumulates in stratigraphic or structural reservoirs, and is trapped
by being frozen into immobility in the gas hydrate stability zone. If
the system is dynamic (e.g., where strong temperature or chemical
gradients associated with fluid circulation occur) (see Zhang and
McMechan, 2006; Dev and McMechan, 2010) free gas may coexist
with gas hydrate. Free gas is also commonly trapped below the gas
hydrate; the latter is relatively impermeable by virtue of its frozen
state. In the marine environment, the bottom of the gas hydrate stability zone typically parallels and lies within a few hundred meters
of the sea floor; the associated impedance contrast at its bottom
generates a seismic bottom-simulating reflector (BSR). Hydrates
usually occur in unconsolidated clastic sediments in continental
slopes or deeper. Motivations for study of hydrates include their
potential as an energy source, as a drilling hazard, as a source of
sea floor instability, and as a contributor to greenhouse gases as
global temperature rises (Borowski and Paull, 1997; Kvenvolden
and Lorenson, 2001).
The Congo Fan, offshore Angola (Figure 1), satisfies the
requirements for the existence of gas hydrates and so is an ideal
environment for study (Cunningham and Lindholm, 2000; Gay
et al., 2006). The specific questions of interests are the source of
the gas, and its migration and accumulation, as free gas and as
gas hydrate.
In this study, we focus on a clear example of a gas hydrate
concentration, including the free gas trapped beneath it, from the
point of view of the petroleum system. All the components of the
petroleum system and the relations between them are visible in a
small seismic volume. This is an unusually salient example and

ABSTRACT
Evidence of gas hydrate and free gas occurrences in a 3D
seismic volume from the West-Central Coastal Province of
the Congo Fan, offshore Angola, illustrates all the components of a complete petroleum system. Analysis and interpretation are based on the information in attributes calculated from three 3D time-migrated common-angle seismic
volumes; the attributes include seismic amplitude, spectral
components, dip magnitude, amplitude variation with angle,
and instantaneous frequency. The source is organic-rich
muds associated with late Cretaceous to early Tertiary channels, the migration paths are along growth faults, and the
traps are partly defined by the gas hydrate stability zone
(for the gas hydrate), partly by the bottom-simulating reflector (for the subhydrate free gas), and partly by faults (for
both). The spatial distribution of free gas is further supported
by the associated seismic bright spots, and also by the attenuation of high frequencies of P-waves that traverse the
gas-saturated zone. Locally higher temperatures, associated
with upward fluid circulation along fault zones, facilitate gas
transmission through the gas hydrate and forms gas chimneys that extend to the sea floor.

INTRODUCTION
Gas hydrates consist of gas (typically methane) molecules that
are trapped within an ice lattice (e.g., Grauls, 2001) in temperature
and pressure regimes that correspond to physical and chemical stability (Zatsepina and Buffett, 1998; Xu and Ruppel, 1999). Most
(>90%) of the gas in the hydrocarbon fraction of gas hydrate is
of biogenic origin, formed by bacteria in the same sediments that
host the hydrate; the source and reservoir rocks are the same and no
significant migration is involved. This is similar to the situation in
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so provides the context for study of other gas hydrate occurrences
in the Congo delta, and in other similar environments throughout
the world.
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GEOLOGIC CONTEXT
The Congo Fan lies within the divergent Congo Delta, which lies
off the coast of Angola, West Africa (Figure 1). The Congo Basin
developed as a consequence of the rifting of South America and
Africa, which began in the early Mesozoic, during the breakup
of Gondwanaland. Prerift rocks include sandstones, shales, and siltstones (Brownfield and Charpentier, 2006). Tectonic events and
global sea level changes, in addition to massive sedimentation from
the Congo River, influenced the current complex geologic setting,
and the hydrocarbon occurrence in the Congo Basin.
The initial rift resulted in horst-and-graben basins that filled with
fluvial and lacustrine deposits. The graben lake basin in Angola
was filled with organically rich lacustrine turbidites (Brownfield
and Charpentier, 2006). The syn-rift rocks are lacustrine, alluvial,
and fluvial (Brice et al., 1982; McHargue, 1990; Schoellkopf and
Patterson, 2000; Da Costa et al., 2001). Postrift rocks consist of
marine, lacustrine, and fluvial sandstones and shales (Brownfield
and Charpentier, 2006).

The Aptian Loeme Salt (Figure 2) contains mainly halite and
potash salts (Brownfield and Charpentier, 2006). The impact of
the size (it is at least 1000 m thick) and mobility of the salt is evidenced by deformation of, and intrusion into, the overlying sediments (Figure 3), and the presence of pervasive growth faults
(for which the salt is the basal décollement). Continuing tension
associated with salt intrusion also produces a visible sag in the
water-bottom topography above the salt (Figure 3).
Progradational Paleocene to Eocene marine sediments (regressive sandstones, siltstones, turbidites, and deep marine shales)
(Figure 2) from the Congo River built the Congo Fan (Coward
et al., 1999; Anderson et al., 2000). The global lowering of sea
level in the Oligocene produced a depositional hiatus and channel
erosion in the salt basin (Edwards and Bignell, 1988). A regional
Miocene unconformity (Figures 2 and 3) (Edwards and Bignell,
1988; Da Costa et al., 2001) resulted from erosion of the continental
slope associated with westward tectonic tilting and subsidence
(Da Costa et al., 2001). The unconformity is capped by Pliocene
to Holocene clays (Wefer et al., 1998); the Quaternary delta
sequence is polygonally faulted and now hosts the gas hydrate
(Figure 3) (Coward et al., 1999; Gay et al., 2004, 2006) The faults
provide migration paths and, in some places, lateral seals, as described below.

SEISMIC DATA ACQUISITION
AND PROCESSING

Figure 1. Map of the Congo Delta area. The seismic volume in this study is near the
north end of Block 31. Locations 1075, 1076, and 1077 are Ocean Drilling Program sites
(Wefer et al., 1998). Contours are sea-bottom bathymetry; progressively darker blue
shading indicates increasing hydrate thickness. Modified from Cunningham and Lindholm (2000).

The seismic data were acquired with air gun
arrays with spacings of 12.5 m recorded on marine cables with sensors spaced every 200 m
from 313 to 4513 m. Figure 3 shows a representative time-migrated common-angle volume,
with many of the salient geologic features
marked. There are no available well logs within
the seismic survey; although there are three
shallow ODP wells north on the Congo Canyon
(Wefer et al., 1998) (Figure 1), these do not
penetrate to sufficient depth to add useful constraints except for the very shallow (to 200 m
below the sea floor) part of the section.
The available seismic data for this project
are three common-angle time-migrated CMP
volumes with time sample increment of 4 ms and
maximum recording time of 3.75 s. The angle increments are 5°–20°, 20°–35°, and 35°–50°. These
data volumes cover inlines 2750 to 3400, and
crossslines 7800 to 9000, with spacings of 12.5 m.
The data processing was minimal, and was
designed to preserve the relative amplitudes as
much as possible. The processing sequence
consisted of trace editing, noise filtering, demultiple, DMO, NMO, FXY deconvolution,
FXY interpolation, angle gather extraction,
and finite-difference time migration. Velocity
models are available from standard moveout
analysis, and from tomographic imaging (Fei
and McMechan, 2006). In the analysis below,
in addition to using relative amplitudes, we
generate spectral components and calculate

Gas hydrate system, offshore Angola
instantaneous frequency, as each sheds light on different aspects of
the interpretation.
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ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Source rocks and environments
There are two main sources of hydrocarbons in the Congo Delta.
The Lower Cretaceous (presalt), mainly lacustrine, Bucomazi
Formation is organic rich with Type I kerogen shales that are up
to 1500 m thick (Burwood, 1999; Brownfield and Charpentier,
2006). The Upper Cretaceous (postsalt), mainly marine marls and
shales, in the Iabe Formation contain mostly Type II, and some Type
III, kerogens (Schoellkopf and Patterson, 2000). These deep sources
are thermogenic (Gay et al., 2006). The shallower Tertiary (Paleocene to Miocene) marine delta sequence in the Landana and Malembo Formations is mostly silty clays and turbidites (Gay et al.,
2006), with relatively less-mature, Type III kerogens (Brownfield
and Charpentier, 2006).
The deep Cretaceous sources generate the oil in the subsalt
reservoirs. Reservoirs in the postsalt sediments are sourced primarily by shales in the Iabe and Landana Formations, and hence have
higher gas content; some postsalt reservoirs have mixed pre- and
postsalt sources (Burwood, 1999), but this is complex as it requires
migration paths that bypass the salt (Brownfield and Charpentier,
2006). The Paleozoic to Eocene deep-water shales typically have
total organic content of 5% (Brownfield and Charpentier, 2006).
For the gas hydrates and free gas that is the focus of interest here,
the primary source rock is organic-rich levee-overbank muds associated with the Upper Cretaceous to Eocene stacked channel
complex.
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acts as a seal. Deeper bright spots in and above the stacked channel
complex (Figures 3 and 4), are also interpreted as gas in upper
Tertiary reservoirs; some of these are fault-bounded, and some are
delimited by stratigraphic pinchouts ([S] in Figure 4a). Note the flat
spot ([F] in Figure 4a); this is interpreted as a gas-water contact.
In Figure 4a, the bottom of the gas hydrate is marked by a
reflection that parallels the sea floor (a BSR) that cuts across the
stratigraphy. Gas hydrate stability boundaries are determined by
temperature, pressure, and salinity, rather than lithology (Xu and
Ruppel, 1999). The BSR is coherent across the entire 2D section;
it is most clear where free gas exists below it, and less clear, but still
visible, where less or no gas is present. Figure 4b shows the same
features, on a perpendicular (inline) slice.
Figure 5 shows a 2D horizontal slice at 3.408 s, through a dip
magnitude volume computed from the far-angle (35°–50°) timemigrated seismic volume; this contains a fairly circular cross section
of a salt body, and also the stacked channel reservoir complex in
the Miocene Malembo Formation. The channel environment seen
in the data is consistent with local deposition in interdiapir basins,

Gas migration
Gas migration paths from the Upper Cretaceous and Lower
Tertiary source rocks, to the stacked turbidite channel reservoirs
in the overlying Oligocene to Miocene (the Malembo Formation)
(Figure 2) are along growth faults (see [G] in Figure 4) associated
with salt intrusion tectonics (Cunningham and Lindholm, 2000). A
pervasive pattern of near-vertical polygonal faults exists in the Quaternary, above the Miocene unconformity (see [MU] in Figures 3
and 4). These faults are associated with volume reduction during
compaction (Gay et al., 2004), and provide local nonequilbrium
gas migration paths through the gas hydrate. These paths appear as
gas chimneys in the seismic sections, and as linear furrows and pock
marks on the sea floor (Gay et al., 2004). Examples are presented below.

Gas trapping and accumulation
Figure 4 contains two orthogonal slices through the timemigrated, common-angle (5°–20°) gathers at crossline 8100 and inline 3308. These show the stacked turbidite channels (C) in the
Upper Tertiary, and growth faults (G) that cut through these channel
sands, through the Miocene unconformity MU (at the base of the
Pliocene [see Gay et al., 2004]) up to the Quaternary bright spots
between inline 3100 to 3350 and from 3.0 to 3.15 s in time in
Figure 4a. These shallow bright spots are interpreted to be produced
by the trapping of free gas migrating from the stacked channel reservoirs along the steeply dipping faults, to become trapped and
accumulated beneath the bottom surface of a gas hydrate zone that

Figure 2. Simplified age, lithology, and formation relations. Movement of the Aptian Loeme salt produces growth faults that control
the deep hydrocarbon migration. Prolific sources in the Iabe and
Landana Formations produce hydrocarbon accumulations in the
upper Tertiary sand-rich channels and turbidites of the Malembo.
Gas hydrate and free gas accumulations in the Quaternary are generated by gas that migrates along faults that breach the seals of the
Malembo and cross the Miocene unconformity to reach the gas
hydrate stability zone.
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as described by Anka et al. (2009); the channels occur in as many
as four distinct stratigraphic zones in the Oligocene-Miocene section (Gay et al., 2006), and so are not expected to always correlate
across the seismic volume. These channel-sand reservoirs have

porosities of 20%–40%, permeabilities of 1–5 D (Raposo and Inkollu, 1998) and clay seals (Brownfield and Charpentier, 2006).
These reservoirs are locally breached by growth faults to facilitate
gas leakage into the overlying Quaternary section, where it forms

Figure 3. 3D time-migrated volume of near-angle
(5°–20°) gathers.
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Figure 4. Crossline (a) and inline (b) sections that
show the main structural elements; these include
the Upper Tertiary channel/turbidite reservoir environment (C), the Miocene unconformity (MU),
the Quaternary BSR at the base of the gas hydrate,
the bright gas accumulations, and the growth
faults (G) that provide the migration paths between them. The faults also act as seals in many
locations (see labels [T] in [b]). The vertical red
lines are at the intersection of the two profiles. In
(a), the flat spot (F) is interpreted as a gas to water
contact. The labeled inline positions are 1.25 km
apart; the labeled crossline positions are 2.5 km
apart.
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truncated laterally (at [T]), as also seen in previous figures. All
gas hydrate and accumulates as free gas beneath the hydrates
(Figure 4a).
the bright spots are brighter in the 34 Hz component than in the
Figure 6 shows a vertical slice view of the same relations on
28 Hz component. The deeper spots (labeled [R]), in the Malembo
crossline 8454. Here, a large gas bright spot (at 3.15 s) is clearly
reservoirs, cannot be associated with gas hydrates because they
confined between two bounding faults; the faults
sometimes act as migration conduits and someStacked
channel complex
times as seals. This dual role is also seen in
2750
3400
Inline
9000
Figure 4 where many of the reservoir bright spots
(labeled T) are truncated at faults. Not all the
traps are faults; for example, there is a stratigraphic trap at (S) in Figure 4a, where there is
N
a pinchout of a bright spot at a channel edge.
5.0
Figure 7 shows two orthogonal slices through
the 37 Hz spectral component (which corresponds to the dominant spectral amplitude) (Peyton et al., 1998; Partyka et al., 1999) computed
from the near-angle (5°–20°), time-migrated
2.5
volume. The greens are regions that are partially
saturated with gas; the brighter reds and yellows
are regions of higher gas concentrations, which
correspond to higher amplitudes in the seismic
Salt
data, and are consistent with low-impedance,
gas-saturated zones. The vertical streaks (V)
0.0
are consistent with migration in gas-saturated
vertical faults. The brightest zone (G) is interpreted to correspond to higher concentration of
gas right below the (fairly horizontal) BSR
7800
boundary, and shows the same sharp, fault2.5 km
Figure 4b
bounded edges seen in Figure 6. The upper edge
of the bright gas zone is slightly gradational,
Figure 5. A horizontal slice at 3.408 s, through the near-angle volume displayed as the
dip magnitude attribute. A salt intrusion and a channel complex are clearly seen. The
which is probably the result of the bottom of the
channels are leaky reservoirs and are the main source of the gas in the gas hydrate and
gas hydrate zone being rough. Roughness may
the free gas in the shallower (Quaternary) part of the section.
be caused by variations in gas concentration associated with dipping layers of varying porosity
intersecting the base of the stability zone. The discontinuous,
W
E
Inline
vertically oriented, moderately bright streaks imply free gas
2800
3000
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2.6
propagating upward in the faults. The free gas zone geometry is
consistent with the low local P-wave velocity found in this part
of the structure by migration velocity analysis by Fei and McMechan (2006).
Figure 4a

Xline
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Additional attributes and implications
The horizontal slice through the 10 Hz spectral component
computed from the far-angle (35° to 50°) volume (Figure 8c), below
the BSR at 2.98 s shows clearly the area covered by free gas (in the
yellow and orange). This ties directly to the amplitude bright spots
in the seismic data. The amplitudes in the mid- and near-angle gathers (Figure 8b and 8c, respectively) show similar patterns, but are
progressively smaller because of the angle-dependence of the amplitude in the presence of significant gas content. The vertical, alternating amplitude streaks are probably associated with a dipping
sequence of alternating sands and shales (which is consistent with
the geometry of the seismic reflections in the data), or may be an
acquisition footprint residual (which is consistent with the fact that
survey design was optimal for deeper targets). We favor the former
interpretation because of the internal consistency.
Figure 9a and 9b shows two spectral component images, at 28 Hz
and 34 Hz, respectively, of the migrated near-angle volume. The
free gas beneath the hydrate (labeled [F]) is very visible, and
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Figure 6. Interpreted fault connections on crossline 8454 between
the Tertiary turbidites (the yellow arrows) and the Quaternary subhydrate gas accumulations (the green arrow). Faults act as migration
conduits and barriers.
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this mechanism would not be expected to result in the observed
reduction in frequencies. The thin, low-frequency zones (labeled
[B]) extend across the entire section and appear to correspond to
thin, porous, laterally permeable layers in which gas is migrating
laterally, presumably having escaped from channels located outside
of the plotted region. The spatial extent of this leakiness is not
known; it may be confined to the neighborhood of the growth faults.

Xline

are too deep; they are consistent, in location and character, with gas
in the turbidite channel-sand reservoirs in the Malembo.
In Figures 4, 6, and 10, the Miocene unconformity (the base of
the Pliocene) appears to have eroded a hole into the anticlinal layers
below, which, along with the faults, account for the transmission of
free gas through it and the local accumulation above it. Figure 10a
shows a low-amplitude (attenuated) zone (labeled [A]) beneath the
gas bright spot, and a gas chimney (labeled [C]) through, and above,
it. Gas hydrate will form and exist anywhere that adequate gas and
the proper temperature, pressure, and salinity exist, and dissociate
where they do not (W. Dillon, personal communication, 2012).
Thus the role of fluid circulation in distributing heat and salinity
has a significant influence in the temporal existence of gas hydrate.
The fault-controlled upward transmission of gas into the shallower
sediments, where gas hydrate is expected, is consistent with fluids
originating deeper (and hence having higher temperatures) raising
the temperature locally at the fault boundaries to above that for gas
hydrate stability.
Figure 10b shows that a substantial region below the Miocene
unconformity (as well as beneath the free gas that is trapped below
the hydrate) has lowered instantaneous frequency (yellows and oranges, rather than blues), which is interpreted as a consequence of
attenuation of the higher frequencies by the presence of free gas.
The region of attenuation of amplitudes beneath the hydrate-related
gas is expected, via propagation of the corresponding deeper reflections through the attenuating (gas-rich) zone, and is predictable
from the lateral extent of the gas-hydrate-related bright spots. The
lowered frequencies that are widespread beneath the unconformity,
however, were not predictable without explicit calculation of the
instantaneous frequency. This observation implies that gas is not
confined just to the Miocene channel reservoirs. The reduced amplitudes may be partly caused by the reduced illumination beneath
the strong reflectivity of the overlying BSR and free gas; however,
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Figure 7. Intersecting vertical and horizontal slices through the
37 Hz spectral component magnitude computed from the near-angle
time-migrated volume. The horizontal slice is at 3.2 s; the vertical
slice is at crossline 8400. This frequency is chosen because it corresponds to the dominant spectral amplitude. Hotter colors indicate
increasing gas concentration. The values are all positive as the
envelope of the decomposition is plotted.

7800
2.5 km

Figure 8. A horizontal slice at 2.980 s through the 10 Hz spectral
component of the (a) near-angle (b) midangle, and (c) far-angle volumes. The bright yellow-to-white region is the distribution of free
gas beneath the gas hydrate. Amplitudes increase with angle from
(a) to (c).
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leaky, sand reservoirs in the Tertiary Landana Formation. The gas
travels up-dip by gravity and is guided by growth faults that are
porous, connected pathways, and which pass through the unconformity to the gas hydrate stability zone above. Some of the gas forms
gas hydrate, some is accumulated as free gas beneath the hydrate,
and some is transmitted through the hydrate as gas chimneys along
near-vertical polygonal faults, to the sea floor, where they may form
pockmarks.

The 3D composite (Figure 11) shows the elements of the complete inferred gas system including the migration paths from the
source channels to the hydrate and to the subhydrate free gas
accumulations. The primary geochemical sources for the gas in
the Quaternary hydrates and the subhydrate gas accumulations
are in the Upper Cretaceous and Lower Tertiary channels and turbidites; the immediate source (in space) is the high-quality, but
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Figure 9. A vertical slice through the (a) 28 Hz
and (b) 34 Hz spectral decompositions of the
far-angle (35°) time-migrated gather along crossline 8420. The free gas zone beneath the hydrate is
(F), (R) is the gas zone within the Malembo reservoirs, and (T) is a fault truncation of the free-gas
zone.
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to the sea floor. Low frequency layers (B) are interpreted to be locally high gas concentration and
may indicate lateral gas transport,
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Figure 11. A 3D perspective with most of the key elements and
their interrelations. The turbidite channel reservoirs in the Landana
are connected to the free gas zone trapped beneath the Tertiary gas
hydrate by faults that are migration paths through the Miocene unconformity. The hydrate seal is not perfect because a gas chimney
penetrates it to the sea floor. Different portions of the volume are
displayed with different attributes; the back (upright) portion is displayed as seismic amplitude, the lower front portion is displayed as
the dip-magnitude attribute, and the center block is displayed as the
envelope of the 37 Hz spectral component.

CONCLUSION
Three common-angle volumes (and attributes derived from
them), from the Congo fan in offshore, Angola, are used to delineate
stacked channels, fault migration paths, salt bodies, and unconformities, in the context of a petroleum system interpretation of gas
hydrates and free gas trapped beneath them.
Structural and stratigraphic elements control the generation, migration, and trapping of the gas. Gas hydrate and free gas exist in a
dynamic system associated with salt movement and growth faulting; diagnostic observations include a gas chimney, and streaks
of free gas migrating along growth and polygonal faults generated
by active Aptian salt movement, and sediment dewatering, respectively. Interpretation of geologic features and geophysical characteristics of the Congo basin (such as channels, faults, folded layers,
salt structures, attenuation of higher frequencies by free gas, and
low velocity zones caused by free gas) is facilitated by use of instantaneous frequency and spectral decomposition.
The primary geochemical sources for the gas in the Quaternary
hydrates and the subhydrate gas accumulations are in the Upper
Cretaceous and Lower Tertiary channels and turbidites; the immediate source (in space) is the high-quality, but leaky, sand reservoirs in
the Tertiary Landana Formation.
A key component of the system is the faults. Gas migrating
upward along faults, through a hole in the Miocene unconformity,
produces a large zone of gas hydrate, and facilitates accumulation
of free gas below the hydrate. Transmission of gas facilitated
by locally higher temperatures along fault boundaries forms a gas
chimney through and above the gas hydrate stability zone, all the
way to the sea floor.
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